resources and vital support which the families
needed for their future succession planning
decisions.

Indiana
Cultivating Strong Farm Families
Cultivating
Strong
Indiana
Farm
Family
Relationships for Today and Tomorrow was
designed to provide farm families with the risk
management
tools
to
develop
strong
communication skills and an outline for succession
planning. The two-part workshop/conference
series was developed by the Purdue Extension
Women in Agriculture and Farm Succession
Planning Teams. The impetus for this project was
the demand from current and incoming farm
business owners who reported they wanted more
specific legal, accounting and communication
information and assistance in order to begin the
planning and development of a plan for succession
planning for their farm and to enhance their farm
business viability.
Over 160 farmers attended workshops at five
Indiana sites. In addition, four breakout sessions on
succession planning were offered at the 2013
Midwest Women in Agriculture Conference.
Speakers at the conference provided hands-on

Of the workshop attendees, 93% felt the
workshops provided them with resources to
support them in future succession planning
decisions and 88% agreed that participating in this
program increased their knowledge of the different
business structures available for succession
planning. 74% increased felt more confident to
initiate effective conversations with family
members about succession planning. Six months
after the workshops were completed, one
producer called to share that his family was
successful in setting-up a LLC for their farm
operation, which was one of the goals he
developed during the program. Another producer
reported how important it was to understand that
“fair is not equal and equal is not always fair” when
considering estate planning. Co-Director Kelly
Heckaman reported that women attending the
Women in Agriculture Conference said they felt the
comfortable atmosphere of the conference
provided them with a positive learning
environment which included conversing with
others looking for the same information.
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“88% reported that participating in this
program increased their knowledge
of the different business structures
available to them for succession
planning. “
●

●
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